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Abstract
The need to find alternative urban mobility solutions for delivery and transport has led mobility companies to devote enormous resources for researchbased solutions to increase vehicle safety. This paper documents a virtual approach to investigate the influences of different load states to the vehicle dynamic of light electric vehicle. A model basing on a three-dimensional multibody system was used, which consists of five bodies. By applying methods of
multibody modelling the generalized equations of motion were generated. To
include the behavior within the contact point between road and vehicle a
simplified tire models was added. The implementation of the equations allowed a first validation of the model via simulations. In a final modeling step
the simulation results were interpreted in respect of plausibility. Afterwards,
the model was simulated numerically to investigate different load states of the
vehicle, by applying constant steering stimuli and variable velocities. In sum,
the investigated model approach is useful to identify safety relevant parameters and shows the effects of load states to the vehicle dynamics. Furthermore,
it behaves plausibly regarding general vehicle dynamics. These results prove
the general usability of the model for the development controllers and estimators in driver assistances systems.

Keywords
Vehicle Dynamics, Multibody System, Tricycle, Rigid Model, Numerical
Simulation

1. Introduction
In the recent past, electric light vehicles have regained importance as urban mobiliDOI: 10.4236/jtts.2021.112014
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ty solutions, what is confirmed by increasing unit sales in Europe [1] [2]. This kind
of vehicle is especially interesting for the lightweight transportation sector because
of the small amounts of space needed for parking and maneuvering operations.
This causes the need of intelligent, traffic-safety increasing systems to improve
urban traffic. By just increasing mechanical stability and driving force, higher
loads could be transported, but without respect to the vehicle safety and the vehicle dynamics.
Model based approaches offer a cost-effective opportunity for the development of overall light electric vehicle solutions. Such an approach must ensure a
high degree of flexibility.
For instance, the positions, in which physical quantities are calculated within
the model, should be adaptable to variable positions of sensors within the real
prototype. This is due to measured quantities like the centrifugal acceleration varies by changing the sensors position within a vehicle. The modelling approach
presented below allows adding any number of coordinate systems. Therefore,
physical quantities acting in the points of origin of a system dedicated to a specific sensor can be calculated for an appropriate comparison with measurement
data [3] [4]. Because the field of research engaged in dedicated modelling is still
narrow it is our aim to broaden the foundation for further model-based developments of specific assistance systems.
The main objectives of this study are the development of a vehicle model, which
enables quantity variation. Additionally, the specific goals are:
• A mathematical model for the description of the dynamics of a representative
light electric vehicle.
• The model-verification by means of selected investigation maneuvers.
• The analysis of additional masses to the vehicle behavior.

2. Conceptual Reviews/State of Research
2.1. Configuration of Three-Lane Vehicle System
Three-track small vehicles can have a wide variety of configurations. They can
have two wheels in the front and one wheel in the rear (2F1R) or, conversely,
one wheel in the front and two wheels in the rear (1F2R). In the case of threetrack vehicles for cargo transportation, the area of an additional load can be located in the front area or in the rear area. The latter is the most common. Also,
in many three-lane vehicles there is a tendency to lean in the direction of the
curve, similar to a bicycle. This paper is not focused on such three-lane vehicles.
However, Figure 1 shows the topology of a three-lane vehicle on which this paper focuses.

2.2. Review of Empirical Literature
The literature review below is divided into two main areas. On the one hand, an
overview of the modeling approaches and the analysis focus of three-lane vehicles is given. On the other hand, a more general overview of modeling approaches for the investigation of the load states to the driving behavior is given.
DOI: 10.4236/jtts.2021.112014
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Figure 1. Topology of the three-lane reference vehicle.

The objective of modeling the dynamics of three-lane vehicles has a wide field
of application with different focal points of investigation. In [5] a simulation
model is described with the aim of investigating the structure vibrations with
respect to the ride comfort. The simulation model based on the method of multi-body modeling. Due to the investigation aspect, however, the model has only
one longitudinal degree of freedom. For this reason, this model variant cannot
be used for an investigation of lateral movements. The same applies to [6]. Here,
too, only the longitudinal degree of freedom is taken into account, with the focus
of investigation on the electric drive train in terms of efficiency. The editors of
the paper [7] focuses within his investigation to the influence of geometric parameters on the stability of various three-lane vehicle topologies. The roll over
threshold is used for evaluation. The basis of the investigation is a highly simplified model that is based on static equations. Based on the lower stability of threelane vehicles, some three-wheeled vehicles have a more complex mechanical tilt
mechanism. The investigation of the stability on such vehicles is carried out in
[8] and [9], among others. Here, models according to the Newton-Euler method
are applied. Modeling focus is the representation of the inclination during cornering. The overarching goal of these works is to develop tilt controllers. A first
general modeling approach to describe longitudinal and lateral dynamics for
three-lane vehicles is provided by [10]. Here, a model for a 2F1R vehicle is developed from several simplified models using Newton’s and Euler’s equations.
The tire model is represented by maps that generate different longitudinal and
lateral forces depending on different ground conditions. Finally, some simulations are performed for plausibility investigations, focusing on different ground
conditions. The model offers the possibility to shift the center of mass arbitrarily,
which is generally not discussed further. A similar model is built in [11]. Based on
the same modeling method, a simulation model is derived and developed here
for the 1F2R vehicle. The objective of the development of this model was on the
one hand the investigation of the tilting stability and on the other hand the model
was used for the development of a torque controller for an electric motor. In relation to four-wheeled vehicles, in which there are model variants with a wide
variety of complexities and levels of detail, the amount of modeling approaches
or simulation models is relatively small, despite the potential to participate in the
development of driver assistance systems. To complete the literature review with
respect to the objective of the paper, some papers dealing with the influence of
DOI: 10.4236/jtts.2021.112014
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the loading condition will be presented below.
In [12], the influence of the load on the braking behavior of light transport
vehicles is investigated. Methodically, simple static equations and several measurement experiments are used. The investigation of the influence of the height
changes of the entire center of gravity, which can result from additional loading,
is presented in [13] and [14]. Here again simple basic static equations are discussed. Due to the influence of the loading condition on the driving behavior,
[15] and [16] already deal with methods to estimate the changed vehicle mass or
center of gravity height. To summarize, the model in this paper differs from the
other models in the way that this model has a high flexibility with the possibility
of analyzing the effect of different loads on the behavior of different drive systems.

3. Research Methodology
This chapter describes a stepwise modelling procedure in which the successive
steps cover different fields of mechanics. Foundation for the modelling is a
physical model scheme as simplified description of the tricycles mechanics. It is
designed as multibody system with discrete components for springs and dampers, which represent their ideal physical behavior [3]. Each body of the system
has its own coordinate system. Based on this scheme the multibody systems kinematics of positions are formulated. Thereby, the absolute and relative positions of all bodies are described using vectors and rotational matrices. The kinematics of velocity and acceleration are successively calculated by deviation.
Meanwhile, Jacobian matrices are generated, which map generalized quantities
of the multibody system onto actual quantities of all bodies [3] [4]. For this kind
of description, tools like coordinate transformations and formulas of relative kinematics are used [4] [17]. After the systems kinematics are known a description
of the kinetics is derived. A free-body system is generated by the methods of sections as foundation for the kinetic description [17]. Hereinafter, the word “forces”
is used summing up the word “forces” and “torques” as kinetic quantities. The
free-body system contains all inner and outer forces per body as well as all constrained forces. Due to the known kinematic behavior, those forces can be expressed as function of kinematic quantities. For instance, a damper force depends on relative velocities of bodies connected by the damper. Afterwards,
these forces are summed up in addition of inertial, centrifugal and coriolis forces
producing newton and euler equations per body [3]. Merging the newton and
euler equations of all bodies within a vector generates the newton-euler equation
of the multibody system [3]. In ordinary multi-body systems with holonomic
constraints the Newton-Euler-Equation can be transformed to the generalized
equations of motion of the Multi-body system using jacobian matrices. The
structure of the generalized equations of motion is comparable to the structure
of Lagrange’s equations of the first kind [4]. They contain the degrees of freedom of the multibody system and their derivatives as variables [3]. To display
DOI: 10.4236/jtts.2021.112014
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the systems behavior, the generalized equations of motion can be solved numerically within an appropriate software environment.

3.1. Model Introduction
Foundation of the modelling procedure is an abstracted representation of the
vehicle shown in Figure 2. It visualizes a multibody system with several characteristics defined below. The multibody system consists of five bodies. Each wheel
is represented by one body. The bodies of the frame and the loading are represented by one mass point each. The indices m and J symbolize the mass and the
mass moment of inertia per body. Each body includes a Cartesian coordinate
system in its center of gravity. Furthermore, an inertial coordinate system is positioned at any place in space.
In this case the term “position” includes the term “orientation” as well. Besides these coordinate systems, several auxiliary coordinate systems are used.
Subsequent to these basic specifications, the mechanical degrees of freedom are
defined, which are marked by violet arrows and are listed in Table 1. The sense
of rotation for the rotary degrees of freedom is clockwise in direction of the
double-arrows.
To ensure clarity, the discrete components mentioned in the previous chapter
and all input variables are shown in Figure 3. Several assumptions are made to
generate this abstract model of the tricycle. For instance, the geometrical parameters are neglect. The Rolling motion refers to an artificial rolling axis, which is
located at road level. The pitching motion is neglected due to a focus on lateral
dynamics. The masses of the wheels are assumed to contain the masses of motor,
braking system and tire components. The frame mass sums up the masses of all
vehicle components fixed to the frame. Furthermore, the frame and the wheels
are assumed to be rigid. Moreover, the model is valid only for continuous roadcontact. A loss of contact can be modelled additionally.

3.2. Kinematics
In this section the description of the models kinematics is given. It consists of
the kinematics of position, the kinematics of velocity and the kinematics of acceleration. These three areas of kinematics are deduced successively. They are
exemplified by means of the vehicle-fixed coordinate system V. This is because
the matrices of other bodies reach impractical large sizes and the mathematical
procedures are similar.
In the first instance the kinematics of position are described. For that purpose
absolute and relative positions vector and rotational matrices are defined for
each body respectively coordinate system, which represent functions of the degrees of freedom. From a mathematical point of view, the degrees of freedom
represent a set of generalized coordinates, which are now summarized in the
following vector of the generalized coordinates [17].

=
q  X V
DOI: 10.4236/jtts.2021.112014
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Figure 2. Representation of all degrees of freedom and coordinate systems of the vehicle.

Figure 3. Discrete components and input parameters of the vehicle.
Table 1. Degrees of Freedom of the multibody system.
Symbol

Degree of freedom

Ψ

yaw angle of the frame

δ

steering angle of the front tire

ϕ

rolling angle of the frame

θ

pitching angle of the frame

γRR, γRL, γF

rotation angle per tire

X V, YV

longitudinal and lateral translation of the vehicle

Zbody

vertical translation of frame body CG

The absolute position vector
as mentioned below.
Notation

1

( A)

( 0)

0,V
r 0,V 1 and the relative rotational matrix ( ) S 2

r B ,C : vector r from the point of origin of coordinate system A to the point of origin of

coordinate system C describe in the coordinates of system BA.
Notation

2
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( 0)

( 0,V )

r 0,V = [ X V

YV

0]

T

(4.2)

cos ( Ψ ) − sin ( Ψ ) 0 


S =
 sin ( Ψ ) cos ( Ψ ) 0 
 0
0
1 

(4.3)

Basing on this description of the kinematics of position the modelling process
continues by introducing the kinematics of velocity [4]. Therefore, the vector of
the generalized velocities is introduced below.

=
q  X V

YV

 Z
Ψ
body

δ ϕ γF

γRL γRR 

T

(4.4)

For generating the vectors of the translational and angular velocity, the positions vector and rotational matrices are derived and combined. Furthermore, the
Jacobian matrices are created.
d ( 0)
=
r 0,V  X V
dt

( )
=
v 0,V
0

d
( 0,V ) 
S=
dt

YV

0 

T

 ⋅ cos ( Ψ ) −Ψ
 ⋅ sin ( Ψ ) 0 
 −Ψ

( 0,V )
 ⋅ sin ( Ψ ) −Ψ
 ⋅ cos ( Ψ ) 0 
S=  Ψ



0
0
1



(4.5)

(4.6)

Referring to [3] a matrix is defined, which has the angular velocities as elements. It can be shown, that this matrix is a skew-symmetric tensor.
)
S ) ⋅ ( ) S
(( =

(V ) 
=
ΩV

−1

0,V

 0

=  Ωz
 −Ω y


0,V

−Ω z
0
Ωx

( 0,V )

Ωy 

−Ω x  =
1 

S⋅(

0,V )

S

 0
 0 −Ψ


Ψ 0 0
0
0 1 


(4.7)

The vector of angular velocities is portioned as follows.
(V )

 T
=
ΩV 0 0 Ψ


(4.8)

To map generalized quantities on actual quantities the Jacobian matrices of
translation V TV and rotation V RV are created. Examples for dedicated derivations and applications can be found in the literature [3] [18].
( 0)

=
v 0,V

(V )

=
ΩV

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
=
V TV q ⋅ q 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

( )

( 0)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


V=
RV q ⋅ q
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

(V )

( )

(4.9)

(4.10)

As preparation for a later application, all Jacobian matrices of the bodies are
merged within a matrix. In the literature, this matrix is called global Jacobian
matrix [3].
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( ) 

 ( 0 ) H T ,CG q



 (0)
HT , L q

H q =
( CG )

H R ,CG q



 ( L)
H R, L q


( )
( )

( )

( )











(4.11)

Based on the kinematics of position and velocity, it is now possible to derive
the kinematics of acceleration for all components of the multibody system. Therefore, the vector of the generalized accelerations is defined.

=
q  XV

YV

 Z
Ψ
body

δ ϕ γF

γRL γRR 

T

(4.12)

The acceleration quantities are not described in more detail within this paper,
because they arise by simple derivation of the quantities of position and velocity.
The notation meets the one used for the velocities.

3.3. Kinetics
Based on a fund definition of the kinematics, it is now possible to proceed with
the description of the kinetics. The physical model scheme of the previous chapter is adapted for this purpose as shown in Figure 4. It now shows all outer
forces affecting the system.
The wheels are driven by a drive respectively brake torques per wheel. The
front wheel is controlled by a torque, which adjusts the steering angle δ. Furthermore, driving resistance forces as the air resistance F AIR and the tire forces
FC are considered. These forces are calculated in separate models. The force
F AIR is assumed to have a longitudinal component only and to generate no
torques. It sums up the air resistance forces for the whole vehicle. In Addition to
the model scheme shown above, a free-body system is designed per body. The
figure for the frame is shown as example in Figure 5. It contains the constraint
forces (blue) symbolizing the connections between the bodies. In this context
they are comparable to reaction forces. Furthermore, the weight forces and
damping torques between the frame and the wheels are shown in this figure.
The components of the same force are merged in vectors to allow compact
notations. Using this notation, the newton and euler vector equations can be
formed. All forces affecting the multibody system are summarized in this equations [3].

mCG ⋅ ( ) a CG = ∑ (
0

( CG )

0, CG )

S⋅(

CG )

(4.13)

F

CG
CG
D CG + ( ) ΩCG × ( ) DCG =
∑ (CG ) M

(4.14)

( )
DCG = ( ) J CG ⋅ ( ) ΩCG
With the angular momentum as
After this procedure is applied to all bodies the resulting equations are merged
within a vector, which contains the newton-euler-equations E of the whole
multibody system.
CG
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Figure 4. Impressed forces and moments on the vehicle.

Figure 5. Free-body image of the frame with respective forces and moments.
0
0 , CG
CG


mCG ⋅ ( ) a CG − ∑ ( ) S ⋅ ( ) F







( 0)
( 0, L )
( L)
mL ⋅ a L − ∑
S⋅ F

E =
=
 ( CG ) D + ( CG ) Ω × ( CG ) D − ( CG ) M 
∑
CG
CG
CG







( L) 
( L)
( L)
( L)
DL + Ω L × DL − ∑ M



0 
 
 
0 
 
0 
 
 
0 

(4.15)

Multiplying this expression from the left side with the inverted matrix H
transforms all actual quantities within E to generalized quantities.

( )

H −1 q ⋅ E = 0

(4.16)

The results of this operation are the vectorial equation of motion of the multibody system shown below [3].

( )

(

)

(

)

M q , t ⋅ q + h q , q , t − f q , q , t = 0
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It consists of M as global mass matrix, h as vector of the generalized gyroscopical (centrifugal and coriolis forces) and f as vector of the generalized
applied forces [18].

3.4. Air Resistance and Tire Model
In addition to the vehicle model described above, a simple representation of the
air resistance and the tire behavior is necessary to calculate the forces F AIR and
FC . The former is reduced to the drag resistance and is defined by the equation

below [19] [20].
FC =

1
⋅ ρ ⋅ cw ⋅ A ⋅ X V2
2

(4.18)

Simplified models are used for the longitudinal and lateral tire forces. The lateral tire force is generated by using the proportional relation with the side slip
angle, which is valid for small side slip angles of “5 degrees or less” according to
[20]. The latter is determined with respect to the ratio of lateral and longitudinal
velocities of the wheels. The longitudinal component is defined using the proportional relation with the wheel load in which the proportionality factor respectively the friction coefficient is a function of the tire slip.

4. Simulation and Analysis
4.1. Implementation
For the purpose of verification, the model equations defined above are added to
MATLAB/Simulink. The vectorial equation of motion of the multibody system,
the air resistance and the tire model are separately implemented within a Simulink block diagram.
In the following Table 2, the parameters used for the simulation setting are
listed.

4.2. Test Scenario
With the objective of highlighting the dependency of the vehicle dynamics on
the loading, several experiments are performed. These experiments mainly consist of the stimulation of the driving vehicle with a pulsed steering angle at a particular instant of time and of a subsequent interpretation of the systems response. Thus, this process is similar to the established experiment of using steering
angle steps to investigate the transient behavior of vehicles [20]. To investigate
the load dependence, these procedures are performed for different driving speeds
and loads. Controllers are used to generate the torques for the desired steering
angle δ and driving speed. It must be pointed out that the start time of fifteen
seconds is necessary to reach the desired driving speeds. A stop time of seventeen seconds and a total duration of the experiment of forty seconds are chosen
because the seemed to be appropriate to visualize the results. The driving speeds
include an exemplary value for walking speed (5 km/h), a speed half as large as
DOI: 10.4236/jtts.2021.112014
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the in town speed limit in Germany (25 km/h) and this speed limit itself (50
km/h) [21] [22]. To generate a sufficiently high number of curves illustrating the
load dependence of the dynamical behavior, six different cargo loads are used.
These loads are selected to fit the gross vehicle weight of 300 kg [23].
The most important experimental parameters are listed within Table 3.

4.3. Model Parametrization
As preparation for the simulations, a set of parameters for the model must be
defined. The parameters shown in Table 4 are roughly estimate, but serve the
purpose of a model verification satisfactorily.
Table 2. Simulation Parameters used in MATLAB/Simulink.
Simulation Parameters

Description/Notation

Numerical Solver

ODE45 (Dormand-Prince-method)

Maximum step size [s]

0.01

Relative tolerance [s]

0.001

Table 3. Experiment Parameters used in MATLAB/Simulink.
Experiment Parameter

Value

Amount of δ [˚]

5

Start time of δ-pulse [s]

15

End time of δ-pulse [s]

17

Duration of Experiment [s]

40

Driving speed [km/h]
Cargo load mL [kg]

5
0

25
30

50

60

90

120

150

Table 4. Model Parameters used in MATLAB/Simulink.

DOI: 10.4236/jtts.2021.112014

Model Parameter

Value

mCG [kg]

150

l [m]

1.7

bR [m]

0.8

lR [m]

0.85

lF [m]

0.85

mL [kg]

See Table 3

bL [m]

0

lL [m]

0.2
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4.4. Simulation Results and Interpretation
After describing the environment and the parameters, the model behavior is verified in a first step. Subsequently, the behavior is examined for parameter dependencies. The verification is done by comparing the model behavior to the
actual behavior of a cornering vehicle with respect to a chain of causes and effects. The steering angle pulse causes an increasing side slip angle at the front
wheel. Due to the linear tire model, a front lateral force FC,F,Y is immediately
generated in the direction of the steering angle. The lateral force generates a
torque around the vertical axis, which results in an increasing yaw rate. Due to
the yaw process, a slip angle is generated at both rear wheels, what results in lateral forces as well. Because of the orientation of these rear lateral forces FC,RR,Y
and FC,RL,Y relating to the vehicle’s vertical axis, these forces generate a torque
balancing the torque caused by the front wheels lateral force. A state of equilibrium is reached in which the transient processes of all dynamic variables are
completed. This is referred to as constant cornering. The model shows this behavior in all examined speed ranges, as the following figures show on the basis of
the yaw rate curve [18] [20].
The transient behavior mentioned above is strongly related to the vehicles
speed as visible in Figures 6-8. Besides the different steady state magnitudes of
the yaw rate, the curves show increasing settling times for higher speeds. This
indicates, that the model is reaching the limits of stable driving behavior. Raising
the speed also results in increasing sensitivity concerning loads differences. The
higher the load, the greater the yaw rate for a specific vehicle speed. This is reproduced by the different course travelled with increasing speed and increasing
load at constant steering angle. This is visualized in Figures 9-11.
The transient behavior mentioned above is strongly related to the vehicles
speed as visible in Figures 6-8. Besides the different steady state magnitudes of
the yaw rate, the curves show increasing settling times for higher speeds as shown
in other modelling studies [24] [25]. This indicates that the model is reaching
the limits of stable driving behavior. Raising the speed also results in increasing
sensitivity concerning loads differences. The higher the load, the greater the yaw
rate for a specific vehicle speed. The reason for this is, that the center of gravity
and therefore the line of action of the centrifugal forces travel backwards for an
increasing load. This shown by the different course travelled with increasing
speed and increasing load at the same steering angle.
Furthermore, the investigation of driving dynamic parameters provides more
detailed information about the influences of different load states. Hereinafter,
the slip angle is defined as used in this investigation. The sideslip angle is the angle between the vehicle’s longitudinal axis and the speed vector that deviates
during cornering. Furthermore, the sideslip angle is an indicator of the cornering stability. A sideslip angle close to the vehicle’s longitudinal axis is an indication of stable cornering.
The behavior of the sideslip angle in Figures 12-14 shows insightful results.
DOI: 10.4236/jtts.2021.112014
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For example, the sideslip angle has a positive value at slow speeds regardless of
the load. With a higher load, the sideslip angle shows a smaller value, which is
rather negligible at slow speeds. At a speed of 25 km/h, the sideslip angle overshoots due to increasing load-states. Next, the sideslip angle has values close to
zero without additional loads, which causes a more stable cornering behavior at
25 km/h. By increasing speed, the behavior changes, so that at 50 km/h the maneuver is more stable around the curve without a load. The direction of the
speed vector also changes with respect to the longitudinal axis, which is reflected
by the driving behavior.
In sum, the thesis, that the model’s dynamic is directly influenced by different
load states is confirmed by these results. Therefore, the model behaves plausible.

Figure 6. Transient response of yaw rate at a velocity of 5 km/h.

Figure 7. Transient response of yaw rate at a velocity of 25 km/h.
DOI: 10.4236/jtts.2021.112014
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Figure 8. Transient response of yaw rate at a velocity of 50 km/h.

Figure 9. Driving course at a velocity of 5 km/h.

Figure 10. Driving course at a velocity of 25 km/h.
DOI: 10.4236/jtts.2021.112014
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Figure 11. Driving course at a velocity of 50 km/h.

Figure 12. Transient response of side slip angle at a velocity of 5 km/h.

Figure 13. Transient response of side slip angle at a velocity of 25 km/h.
DOI: 10.4236/jtts.2021.112014
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Figure 14. Transient response of side slip angle at a velocity of 50 km/h.

5. Summary/Conclusion
In this study, the development of a three-wheeled light electric vehicle is presented. Thereby, the main focus lays at the implementation of dynamical load
states. The model could be verified by using steering stimuli at different driving
speeds. Due to the possibility of large loads and its percentage of the total weight
of the presented vehicle, there is the possibility of adding a load in the form of a
rigid mass. In addition, its geometric position can be shifted in all axial directions. Next to the verification, a general simulation study is carried out in which
the behavior of an additional loading mass at the vehicle is investigated. This was
implemented by successively increasing the load sate at different driving speeds.
It could be shown that from a speed of approx. 25 km/h, the load have a significant influence on the driving behavior of that specific vehicle.
In conclusion, the presented model can serve as a basis for the development of
an electric differential or vehicle assistance systems. In following research activities, the model will first be validated with the help of defined scenarios and the
measurement data obtained from them. For this purpose, a measuring unit is
currently being built that can be attached to the vehicle and transmits the generated data to a development computer. Furthermore, the model of an electric
drive train including a control system has to be connected to the presented
model.
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